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hi sarah, depending on the confidentiality level you
are working at you may or may not be able to have
access to the raw data. in this case we have put
together a demonstration application to show you
what can be done using fingerprint data. it is based on
google cardboard and you can view a short video on
youtube here: https://youtu.be/tthjcdpz1n4 in the
demonstration app you can see a fingerprint read from
a mockup of a metal card. the scene is automatically
cleared and reset as the card is rotated to provide
access to the fingerprint reader. the data is processed
as standard binary fingerprint data and can be
visualised as a grid in a canvas. you can then click and
drag to move around the data and zoom in to examine
more detail. and after a short delay the data is in the
form of a text string and can be copied and pasted
into the application. to see a live version of this
application you can go to: https://examples.developer.
google.com/quickstart/fp/cardboard/android/ note that
some of the information above may not be available
depending on your application’s data confidentiality
restrictions. best regards, brad.wilson@norman.com
norman technology solutions the value is not what
most people are used to. most people are used to the
current practice of using an fbi or nctc standard print
format card with a transparent background and a grid
on the card. when presented with the aqp open source
fingerprint demo, people may have a hard time with
the concept that you are not using this traditional
format. here is what the demo looks like on a side by
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side comparison: https://www.normantechs.com/index.
php/en/products/access/fingerprint/demo.html best
regards, brad.wilson@norman.com norman technology
solutions
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